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Background

To aid in the development of Modular Agricultural Base Yard: Building Plans for Small-Scale Farmers in Hawaii, the University of 
Arkansas Resiliency Center (UARC) team designed and constructed a climate-controlled food storage prototype from a used 20-
foot shipping container. The climate-controlled storage area was designed to take up two-thirds of the shipping container and the 
remaining one-third to be used for items not requiring climate-control. Appendix: Climate-Controlled Food Storage Prototype lays 
out, in chronological fashion, the steps and missteps the UARC team took throughout the modification process.

Members of the UARC team had varying levels of skill in design and construction. Prototyping provided the team with a real world 
understanding of the factors and considerations that a producer may encounter in repurposing a shipping container.

The UARC team had to consider costs, workforce optimization, accessibility of materials and tools, the limitations of the team’s 
skillsets and, of course, deadlines. Some mistakes were made, as noted in the following pages. Ultimately, a successful cli-
mate-controlled food storage unit was created. The unit will be used at the Woodruff County Fairgrounds through a partnership 
between UARC and the University of Arkansas System Division of Agriculture and USDA Local Food Promotion Program as a part 
of the Share Grounds initiative. 

Here’s to smooth sailing on your shipping container modification module build. Good luck!

Our finished climate-controlled food storage module.
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This was our shipping container in mid-May 2019.

The floor was not in good shape.

The first job was to remove rotted portions of floor.

Climate-Controlled Food Storage Prototype: How-to and Lessons Learned
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The under-structure was still in good condition despite some rust.

Rusted nails were removed.

Surfaces were smoothed so future flooring would lay flat.
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Imperfections and rust were also removed from the outside of the 
container with a grinder in preparation for painting.

... As much as possible.

The container was painted. Refer to HDOA-BY-GEN-8A in General 
Building Components for paint recommendations.  
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Install the vapor barrier before anything else. Our next step was to 
build and insulate the floor of the Climate-Controlled Food Storage 
area. This caused some issues later.

Two layers of 2 inch foam insulation were installed in the floor.

There was still a gap. Two by four by twelve blocks were laid on the 
insulation to prevent sagging.
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Half inch plywood was cut for the flooring.

It was installed and then the problem of sagging became obvious.

Additional 2x4s were laid down as nailers where needed.
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The finished Climate Controlled Storage area floor.

Gaps between the floor and container were later filled with expand-
ing spray foam insulation.

Wherever possible screws were installed into the edges rather than 
toe-nailing.
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The back wall framing went up first so that the side walls could be 
nailed to it. Channels for electrical wiring should be cut into the 2x4s 
before the walls are installed.

Corner studs were built as part of the side walls.

The framing was laid out on 2x4s, lifting it off the ground, to make it 
easier to nail the top rail into the studs.
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The wall framing was carried in whole. 2x2’s were used at the top to 
facilitate attaching the studs.

Galvanized mending plates were used to join the 2x2 top plate
pieces as they were built.

Stud distances were designed to sit on container corregations.
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Ceiling framing was built in sections using 2x2’s as top and bottom 
plates so that screws could go straight in.

This made it easy to install. Especially if you have a tall guy on the 
crew! Room was left for ceiling insulation. Ceiling framing slid in on 
the top plates of the wall framing.

The 2x2 top and bottom plates of each section could then be 
screwed together for added strength. Clamps were used.
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The ceiling sections were then attached to the top plates of the 
walls all the way around.

Finished framing of the Climate-Controlled Food Storage area.

An acetylene torch was used to cut the hole for the air conditioner.
A plasma cutter would have been preferable but was not available.
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We built a shelf to hold the air conditioner since there was 
no windowsill.

Metal flashing was placed over the container wall.

In hindsight, a step was built to accommodate the entry wall 
and door.
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Oops! We forgot to install the vapor barrier before building 
the framing. Big mistake.

We got the vapor barrier installed after the fact but it created 
challenges in later tasks because of folds and draping.
Do not forget to install the vapor barrier before framing.

Ceiling with two layers of insulation over the framing and 
under the vapor barrier.
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The framing for the Climate-Controlled Food Storage door. 
Three 2x4’s were used to accommodate the depth of the 
door; the side nearest the storage unit was notched. Another 
2x4 was added on top of that layer to support the hinges. A 
brace held the three 2x4’s together at the top. 

A view of the ceiling insulation and the door framing. The 
insulation of walls and ceiling was lapped so that there were 
no seams directly through to the container. This meant alter-
nating sizes of foam boards on each layer.

The vapor barrier was continued out to the front of the 
container. Since the studs were oriented flush against the 
container walls, small blocks were added at the top faces to 
enable the ceiling joists to be attached easily. Blocking was 
added between studs.
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Close-up of blocks and ceiling joists.

Edge nailers were added to the ceiling in the storage unit. 
A better way would have been to add these to the ceiling 
modules as they were built, knowing that the insulation was 
four inches thick on each wall.

1/8-inch utility panel was used on the ceiling before addition 
of Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP). Oriented strand board 
(OSB) could also be used as a cheaper alternative.
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The A/C cutout was lined with rubberized asphalt flashing 
tape before the A/C was installed.

Before being installed, an exterior shelf was built to hold the 
A/C unit as a safeguard.

Insulation was filled in after the A/C unit was fitted into the 
hole. The cord must remain accessible.
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Rubberized asphalt flashing tape was then used around the 
A/C unit externally, on the top and both sides.

The container wall around the A/C unit was smoothed with 
a grinder for optimal adhesion of caulk before installation. 
The unit was caulked with silicone once set in place. Grinding 
may not be necessary if a plasma cutter is used.

This shows the CoolBot temperature controller installed 
inside, in conjunction with the A/C unit.
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The door was built by framing in insulation cut to appropriate 
size.

The gaps were sealed with spray foam insulation.

1/2-inch plywood formed the front and back. Notice the add-
ed 1-inch frame on top of the 2x4’s to account for the width 
of the two layers of foam insulation. A 1-inch lip was included 
on the exterior side to hold the weatherstripping and create a 
dependable seal.
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Heavy duty hinges are crucial. The door is extremely heavy.

The door was installed so that the rest of the framing could 
be fitted with the highest possible accuracy.

This shows the seal around the door. It is important that the 
door fits snugly all the way around.
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Channels were cut in the ceiling joists and studs so that the 
wiring did not bulges under the ceiling and wall materials.

Wiring staples holds the wire in place, as per the National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) safety code.

The channels should all be cut before the added framing is 
put on so that the wire can run smoothly. (We did not think 
of this ahead of time. Oops.)
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If channels are not cut into the back of the studs before the 
walls are put up, nail cover plates must be put over all wires 
so that module users do not sink a screw into the wiring af-
ter it is hidden by the wall sheathing. Because of the orienta-
tion of the studs, we used two standard covers at each stud, 
or fabricated some of our own.

Any scraps of heavy duty stainless steel will work for fabricat-
ing nail covers. 

Two wires run from the outlet at the back of the Climate-Con-
trolled Storage unit because one is 10 gage wire - a dedicat-
ed outlet for the A/C and the CoolBot. The other is standard 
12 gage to supply any additional need.

This shows the installed main lug load center for the climate 
controlled storage unit.
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OSB was used as sheathing in the entry of the container.

Outside, an oversized junction box holds the 8 gauge wire 
pigtail that will connect the container to an external power 
source. Bicycle shown for scale.

This is what the pigtail looks like.
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Inside the climate-controlled storage unit, the FRP was 
applied with a special adhesive directly on to the foam insu-
lation, saving time and money.

The FRP finish material is oriented vertically to optimize cuts 
and reduce waste.

Finally, when all else was finished, an optional ramp was 
added to the entry of the climate controlled storage unit for 
ease of use (not shown in photo).




